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We use Brownian dynamics simulation to study coil–stretch transition of macromolecules in
solution. Into a simple elongational flow field, we introduce freely jointed bead-rod chain model
molecules in their coiled and stretched states, and follow the conformational changes. We find good
agreement of our simulation results with the available theoretical predictions for low and high strain
rates ( ė ). At the intermediate elongation rates ~near the onset of coil–stretch transition! of the flow
field, we find that the residence time required for stretching of an initially coiled chain can be
extremely large as compared to predicted (11ln(AN))ė21, especially for the non-free-draining case.
Hence, the chain conformation is dependent on the initial state of the chain molecule for residence
time as long as 100ė 21 . Thus, hysteresis is predicted when chain residence time in such an
elongational flow field is limited, as in practical situations. Further, at such intermediate ė , the chain
molecule is seen to undergo Brownian fluctuation induced jumps between a randomly coiled state
and another partially stretched state. This suggests the existence of more than one equilibrium
conformation that is unstable to Brownian fluctuations. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~98!51004-5#

I. INTRODUCTION

Small quantities of dissolved long chain polymers are
used as additives to influence the rheology of liquids. Use of
random coil polymers to enhance solution viscosity in weak
flows is conventionally quantified in terms of intrinsic
viscosity.1,2 Similarly, fully stretched polymer molecules
have drawn interest in relation to chain scission behavior in
strong flows.3–5 Further, many rheology modifying applications such as turbulent drag reduction and enhanced oil recovery are based on the flow induced stretching process of
dissolved polymer coils, and the influence of the deformed
polymer chains on solution rheology.1,2 In this paper we use
Brownian dynamics simulation to examine the coil–stretch
transition of polymers, and the hysteresis therein.
In the absence of any external forces, a polymer chain in
solution remains coiled due to random Brownian motion.
Under sufficiently strong flow conditions, the solvent drag
force causes significant extension of the polymer molecule.1,6
For a given strain rate, there exists a certain level of stretching of a given macromolecule when the Brownian or elastic
coiling forces are balanced by the stretching drag forces.7,8
The drag forces on an initially coiled macromolecule increase as it unravels, and it uncoils abruptly3,6,9 if the strain
rate ( ė ) exceeds a critical value ( ė cs ).
If an initially stretched chain is introduced into an elongational flow field, the outer segments experience a drag
force greater than that experienced by a coiled chain introduced into the same flow field. This is due to the reduced
hydrodynamic screening in the stretched state.9 This may
lead to intermediate strain rates where a chain remains
stretched if introduced into the flow field in its stretched
state, and remains coiled if introduced in its coiled state. This
1610
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phenomenon of bistable equilibrium at a strain rate in the
coil–stretch transition region was identified as the hysteresis
by DeGennes,9 and its existence has been the subject of
much theoretical debate,7,10–18 computer simulations,19,20 and
experiments.21–24
Early analyses of macromolecular stretching in extensional flow were based on dumbbell or bead-spring
models,1,25–27 which have the inherent limitation in describing the stretching behavior due to their infinite
extensibility.1,17,28,29 Rigid constraints were considered in
dumbbell models30 and bead-rod chains.20,29,31,32 Further,
simplifying assumptions are often made, e.g., hydrodynamic
interactions ~HI! are neglected,26,31,32 or preaveraged values
of the hydrodynamic interaction tensor have been used27 in
early analysis. Subsequently, finite extensibility of spring,
and conformation dependent bead friction have been incorporated in analyzing elongational behavior of model
dumbbells6,7–11 and chains.17,28,33–37 More recently, hydrodynamic interaction with higher order corrections has been
incorporated.12,13,38
Further, often theoretical predictions for chain conformation in elongational flow are available only for the steady
state. However, this steady state is rarely achieved in practice
as the residence time of a macromolecule in elongational
flow is limited.18 Transient behavior during stretching has
been analyzed by Brownian dynamics simulation of beadspring chain models33,39 and bead-rod chain models,17,20,28,29,40 but these have concentrated primarily on the
unraveling behavior of initially coiled chains. Only Dariinski
and Saphiannikova19 used simulations of dumbbell model
molecules for detecting hysteresis, and failed to find any,
when the residence time was of the order of the macromo-
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lecular relaxation time or greater. Thus, the question of hysteresis effect in coil–stretch transition of more realistic models, for limited residence times of practical interest, remains
open. In this work we examine these issues by using Brownian dynamics simulations of isolated freely jointed bead-rod
chains in solution under simple elongational flow field.
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Here, ė has been normalized by dividing by kT/ z l 2 ~kT is
the Boltzmann factor!, and a by dividing by l, and @h̄# by
23
multiplying with concentration M N 21
~one polymer molA l
3
ecule per l volume of the solution!.
B. Non-free-draining case „with HI…

II. THEORY: FREELY JOINTED „‘‘FLEXIBLE’’…
BEAD-ROD CHAIN MODEL
A. Free-draining case „no HI…

Hassager32 analyzed the behavior of freely jointed beadrod chain model macromolecules in elongational flows in the
absence of hydrodynamic interaction. He obtained the following expressions for the solution elongational viscosity
( h̄ 5( t xx 2 t y y )/ ė ),
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where n 0 5cN A /M is the number concentration of the polymer molecules, c is the mass concentration, and M the molecular weight of the polymer. N A is the Avogadro number.
Defining36 the intrinsic viscosity ~i.v.! as
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the corresponding expressions in terms of dimensionless
quantities ~represented by superscript *! are,
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with the asymptotic values at smallest and largest ė * being
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where h̄ s 53 h s and h s are the elongational and shear viscosities of the solvent alone, z 56 p h s a is the bead friction
factor, a is the bead radius, and l is the rod length. The
asymptotic values of h̄ at smallest ė and at largest ė , for
chains with large number of rods (N), are,
2

No analytical results are available for elongational behavior of non-free-draining bead-rod chains at arbitrary ė .
However, the following available analytical results are applicable at asymptotic strain rates.
1. The unperturbed chain (approximation at ė ˜0 )
Kirkwood and Riseman41 examined unperturbed linear
flexible chain with hydrodynamic interaction described by
Oseen,42 and obtained the following results for low shear
flows,

~5a!

N Az N 2l 2
F~ X !,
36h s M

~6!

where F(X) is a function2 of X52 1/2h, with the hydrodynamic interaction parameter h5 z N 1/2/(12p 3 ) 1/2h s l. Since at
low or negligible deformation of polymer coil, h̄ 53 h , the
corresponding dimensionless elongational intrinsic viscosity
is obtained as
@ h̄ # *
0 /a * 5

pN2
F~ X !
6

with X5 ~ 6/p ! 1/2a * N 1/2.

~7!

In the case of no hydrodynamic interaction, X50, and
F(X)51, so that Eq. ~5a! is recovered.
2. Multibead rod (approximation at ė ˜` )
At the highest ė , a flexible bead-rod chain is completely
stretched, and hence akin to a multibead rod. Bird et al.1,30
derived the following relations for multibead rods ~with HI!,

h̄ 2 h̄ s 53n 0 kTl ~N2 !
3

S
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1
,
AX
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(1)
(2)
where X5(9/2)l (1)
N ė and l N and l N are time constants
given in Ref. 1. For ė →`, this simplifies to

h̄ ` 2 h̄ s 56nkTl ~N2 ! ,
or,
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(
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D

n f n ~ 2h 8 ,2 j 2 ,N ! ,
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where h 8 50.75a * , j 52a * , and the function f n is defined
in Ref. 1. For the free-draining case ~h 8 50, f n 5 n /2, and
summation is over alternate n!, with large N, this reduces to
Eq. ~5b!.
3. Fully stretched bead-rod chain (approximation at
ė ˜` )
Agarwal and Mashelkar4 presented a calculation for
stresses in a non-free-draining bead-rod chain fully stretched
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and aligned in a strong elongational flow field. Let us consider an N rod chain completely stretched and aligned along
flow ~v xi 5 ė x i , ė →`! direction x, with its beads (i51...N
11) located at x i 5(2Nl/2)1(i21)l. The component of
the drag force Fdi along x is given as

S

F dxi 5 z v xi 1

1
kT

(j D0xi j •Fdj

D

~11!

,

where v xi 5 ė x i is the unperturbed flow field. D0i j , the hydrodynamic interaction tensor between subunits i and j, is approximated by the modified Oseen tensor,43
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where I is the identity tensor and ri j is the displacement
vector between beads i and j. Considering only the x component of drag force ~neglecting the Brownian contribution
at high ė !,
3
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i ė * 1 4 a *

(
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F
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2
2
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where x *
i is position x i made dimensionless by dividing by l,
F dxi* represents the drag force F dxi made dimensionless by
dividing by kT/l, and are evaluated by solution of this set
(i, j51...N11) of coupled linear equations. The corresponding contribution to fluid stress and hence elongational viscosity can be calculated as
N11

h̄ ` 2 h̄ s 5 ~ n 0 / ė ! ( ^ x i F dxi & ,

~14!

1

or,
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2p
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N11

(
i51

^ x *i F dxi* & .

~15!

where F0j is the sum of flow drag force (Fdj ) and intramolecular ~i.e., ‘‘bond’’ length constraint! forces acting on particle j at time t. The vector Ri is the displacement of the
particle due to Brownian motion, and has a Gaussian distribution with the following properties:

^ Ri & 50

~17a!

^ Ri ~ t ! R j ~ t1Dt ! & 52D0i j Dt.

~17b!

and

IV. PARAMETERS

We follow chain extension during flow simulation by
monitoring the square end-to-end distance (R 2ee ). R 2ee is normalized with respect to its mean random coil value (Nl 2 ).
Thus, the value of normalized R 2ee* 5R 2ee /(Nl 2 ) varies from
near 1 for a randomly coiled chain to N5100 for a fully
stretched chain.
The contribution of the polymer to the elongational viscosity ( h̄ 2 h̄ s ) is determined in terms of the intrinsic viscosity from the Kramers–Kirkwood relations,1,42
NA
@ h̄ # 5
h̄ s M ė

N

( ^ X i T ix 2Z i T iz & ,

i51

~18!

where X i and Z i are the x and z projections of the ith link, Ti
is the constraint force in the ith link, and is calculated using
the Lagrangian constants obtained in the Allison and
McCammon44 algorithm. The corresponding normalized intrinsic viscosity is obtained as
M
2pa*
5
@ h̄ # * 5 @ h̄ #
N Al 3
ė *

N11

(

i51

* 2Z i* T iz* & ,
^ X i* T ix

~19!

where the projections X i and Z i are made dimensionless by
dividing by l, the forces by kT/l, time by z l 2 /kT. Hereafter
in the paper, only the dimensionless quantities are used, and
the superscript * is dropped for convenience.
V. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

III. BROWNIAN DYNAMICS SIMULATION

Computations are carried out for N5100 rod chains. To
study the contribution of hydrodynamic interaction to hysteresis in coil–stretch transition, two cases are considered:

An isolated freely jointed bead-rod model chain consisting of N5100 links and (N11) beads is used to analyze the
behavior of a linear polymer molecule in a simple elongational flow field v~r! of strain rate ( ė ) given by

~1! free-draining case, i.e., no hydrodynamic interactions,
and
~2! non-free-draining case, i.e., with hydrodynamic interaction defined by ~a50.4, or h53.91, or h 8 50.3!.

v x 5 ė x,

v y 52 12 ė y,

v z 52 12 ė z.

Brownian dynamics simulation is carried out in steps of time
Dt, in accordance with the SHAKE-HI algorithm.44 During
any step, the new position vector ri (t1Dt) of the ith bead is
calculated from the position ri (t) at the beginning of the step
by the relation
ri ~ t1Dt ! 5ri ~ t ! 1

Dt
kT

(j D0i j F0j 1Ri~ Dt ! ,

~16!

Configuration development was followed during simulations carried out at various strain rates. The simulations were
begun by starting with an initially coiled chain that was generated by successively joining 100 links. Each link was of
length 1, and was randomly oriented. For each trajectory, a
different initial random chain was generated, and a different
set of Brownian contributions @Ri in Eq. ~16!# was selected.
The trajectory simulation was carried out in small time steps
of Dt50.001 or 0.002, and use of a smaller time step did not
affect typical simulation results. During the Brownian dy-
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2
FIG. 1. Increase in R ee
with time in elongational flow field of different
strain rates ( ė ) shown in the figure, for stretching of free-draining, initially
random coils.

namics simulation of a single chain, average values R 2ee and
@ h̄ # over each 1000 steps were stored as R 2ee (t) and
@ h̄ # (t). These averages were plotted as separate points to
study their evolution in time. Each trajectory simulation was
continued until achieving flattening of R 2ee (t) and @ h̄ # (t) vs.
t curves, to equilibrium values denoted ^ R 2ee & and ^ @ h̄ # & ,
respectively. Such simulations were carried out for the initially coiled chains at different strain rates. Similar simulations at different strain rates were carried out also for chains
initially fully stretched along the flow direction. Computations were carried out on a Silicon Graphics INDY IP 22
machine, and typical CPU time requirement per time step
was 0.1 s.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

1613

FIG. 2. e f 5 ė t f for stretching of initially random coiled chains to near
equilibrium in flow fields of different ė .

while at ė <0.002, complete relaxation takes place. At intermediate strain rates, the relaxation is partial. Starting from a
fully stretched state, the time required for relaxation in the
absence of flow is t ;600 ~Fig. 3, ė 50!, which suggests46,47
ė cs for stretching as greater than t 21 ;0.0016, in agreement
with results of Fig. 1 and Fig. 3. In Fig. 4, we examine the
equilibrium stretching results for free-draining chains introduced into the flow fields initially in their coiled and
stretched states. At all strain rates, we see no dependence of
^ R 2ee & on the initial state of the chain. We again notice the
coil–stretch transition at ė cs ;0.003 or greater. The corresponding steady state @ h # /a from our simulations is presented in Fig. 5, along with Hassager’s predictions ~Sec.
II A!. We find an excellent agreement at high ė . In the in-

A. Free-draining case „no HI…

Figure 1 shows the extension process of a free-draining
initially coiled chain in extensional flow fields of various
strain rates. Significant chain extension occurs only at strain
rates ė cs ;0.003 or greater. At ė .0.05, near maximum possible stretching is achieved. Residence time t f in a flow field
required for stretching of a coiled chain decreases at higher
strain rate ~Fig. 1!. t f is determined as the time where the
tangent to the transition part of the curves in Fig. 1 intersects
the equilibrium value. For affine deformation, the Henky
strain ( e f 5 ė t f ) required for complete stretching at high ė is
expected40,45 to be

e f 511ln~ A N ! 53.3 for N5100.

~20!

For the free-draining case, we find e f to be about 2.9–3.5 at
ė ;0.01 or higher ~Fig. 2!: indicating affine deformation at
these ė . However, we note that based on simulations of Rallison and Hinch28 and van der Brule,33 James and Sridhar45
had estimated ( e f ;6.5). Figure 3 shows the relaxation of
initially stretched chains introduced into elongational flow
fields of various ė . At ė >0.06, the chain remains stretched,

2
FIG. 3. Decrease in R ee
with time in elongation flow field of different strain
rates ( ė ) shown in the figure, for coiling of free-draining, initially fully
stretched chain.
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FIG. 4. Equilibrium mean square end-to-end distance at different strain
rates, for free-draining ~—! and non-free-draining ~- - - -! chains. The data
points are the average values, and the bars show the range of fluctuations.

termediate range, Eq. ~4a! overpredicts, and Eq. ~4b! underpredicts, as expected due to the truncations in these equations. At ė <0.002, the fluctuating contribution of the
Brownian forces is predominant ~as compared to drag
forces!, and statistically reliable averages could not be obtained.
B. Non-free-draining case „with HI, a 50.4…

The uncoiling process of non-free-draining initially
coiled chains in flow fields of different ė are shown in Fig. 6,
and the coiling process of initially fully stretched chains is
shown in Fig. 7. We notice that significant stretching of
coiled chains occurs at ė ;0.0225 or greater, and complete
relaxation of fully stretched chains occurs at ė <0.01. In Fig.
8 we show the uncoiling and coiling processes at some in-

FIG. 5. Equilibrium intrinsic viscosity at different strain rates, for freedraining chains. The simulation results are compared with Hassager’s ~Ref.
32! theoretical predictions at high and low ė range.

2
FIG. 6. Increase in R ee
with time in elongation flow field of different strain
rates ( ė ) shown in figure, for stretching of non-free-draining, initially random coiled chain.

termediate strain rates. Figure 2 shows the total Henky strain
e f 5 ė t f required for initially coiled non-free-draining chains
to achieve their equilibrium conformation at various ė . At
ė >0.04, e f values are found to be 3.5 to 6.5. These higher
values for the non-free-draining case indicate somewhat
slower than affine deformation here. This is because in the
present HI case, the inner beads of initially coiled chains are
efficiently shielded from the drag of bulk fluid flow. At intermediate strain rates near ė 50.02, the chain deformation is
extremely slow ~as compared to t f ; ė 21 , or e f 5constant at
higher ė , see Fig. 2!. Fuller and Leal,7 and Leal,8 also predicted such delayed approach to equilibrium for dumbbells at
intermediate ė . This is because here the fluid drag is sufficient to maintain a preexisting extended state, but the beginning of stretching of a random coil is made possible only by

2
FIG. 7. Decrease in R ee
with time in elongation flow field of different strain
rates ( ė ) shown in the figure, for coiling of non-free-draining, initially fully
stretched chain.
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TABLE I. Intrinsic viscosity in the presence of HI (a50.4).
Theoretical

ė
0
`

FIG. 8. Conformation changes of non-free-draining chains with time in
elongational flow field of strain rates ~a! 0.02, ~b! 0.0204, and ~c! 0.021.
Initially random coiled chains ~- - - -! and initially fully stretched chains
~—!.

Brownian diffusion induced coil expansion leading to reduction in hydrodynamic shielding. Hence, the observed e f at
these intermediate ė is strongly dependent on the initial chain
conformation which, being random, could be expanded to
different extents. Thus, dependence of single trajectory e f on
ė may be irregular, particularly near onset ė 50.02 ~Fig. 2!.
However, the key feature of very high e f at these intermediate ė ; ė cs is consistent.
Thus, in these intermediate ė elongational flow fields
experienced for a limited time ~often the case in practical
situations18,45,47!, an initially stretched molecule may remain
significantly stretched, while an initially coiled molecule
may not have yet begun to uncoil. Thus, the extent of macromolecular stretching ~or solution viscosity! is expected to
be a function of the initial state ~coiled or stretched! and
hence the ‘‘history’’ of the macromolecules. In other words,
hysteresis is predicted. This dependence of elongational viscosity on history, as also observed in experiments,21–23 reflects that its measurement will depend on the apparatus
used. The search for an appropriate elongational viscometer
thus continues.45,48 Further, as concluded from our Fig. 2, the
Eq. ~20! for estimation of strain required for unfolding of a
randomly coiled chain is clearly suspect at the intermediate
strain rates, and serves only as lower bound. Hunkeler
et al.47 recently found e f values for polystyrene to be be-

@ h # /a
830
1.303105

Simulation
@Eq. ~7!#
@Eqs. ~10!, ~15!#

ė
0.01
0.4

@ h # /a
808
1.273105

tween 4 and 15, depending on the solvent quality. Considering the above discussed dependence of e f on initial coil conformation, and the known effect of solvent quality on the coil
size in quiescent solution, a solvent dependent e f was thus to
be expected.
In Table I we present the equilibrium @ h # /a results from
our simulations at the smallest and the highest ė , and compare these with the corresponding theoretical predictions
@Eq. ~7! and Eqs. ~10! or ~15!, respectively#, when a good
agreement is seen. As seen from Figs. 6–8, the equilibrium
chain conformation, as indicated by ^ R 2ee & , is independent of
the initial state of the chain molecule. These equilibrium results for the non-free-draining case are presented in Fig. 4,
and we again notice the onset of coil–stretch transition near
ė ;0.02.
The chain coiling–uncoiling behavior at strain rates near
this onset ( ė ;0.02) is very interesting @Figs. 8~a!–8~c!#. We
notice that the chain conformation does not approach a single
equilibrium, and instead it oscillates significantly in a range
of extension. For example, at ė 50.02 @Fig. 8~a!#, we see that
following the initial coiling ~relaxation! period, the chain
seems to spend most of its time in a coiled state. At ė
50.0204 @Fig. 8~b!#, the chain seems to spend comparable
amounts of time in a randomly coiled state ( ^ R 2ee & ;0 – 6)
and a partially stretched state ( ^ R 2ee & ;10– 40), with occasional jumps between these states. At ė 50.021. @Fig. 8~c!#,
the chain continuously fluctuates, though staying all the time
~following the initial uncoiling! in a partially extended state
( ^ R 2ee & ;4 – 40). This behavior at long residence time in flow
at intermediate ė also is independent of the initial state of the
chain. Though fluctuations are present at all ė ~Figs. 6–8!,
the fluctuations increase as the ė decreases to the transition
onset value ė ;0.02.
For the initially coiled molecule during the simulation at
ė 50.0204 shown in Figs. 8~b!, Fig. 9 shows typical snapshots in random coil state ~at t511 222! and in partially

FIG. 9. Snapshots of XY projection of the non-free-draining, initially coiled
chain in ė 50.0204 flow at two different times.
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stretched state ~at t523 222!. As seen in Fig. 8~b!, the transition between such conformational states is sudden and reversible. We refer to these as jumps since the time taken
during the movement between these two states is much
shorter than the time spent in each of these states. These
jumps seem to be caused by Brownian motion caused fluctuations in coil size that also cause fluctuations in hydrodynamic drag.12,49 For example, when in a random coil equilibrium conformation at a given ė , a certain Brownian
fluctuation could expand the coil size, thereby increasing the
hydrodynamic drag sufficiently to stretch the chain to another local equilibrium ~a partially extended conformation!.
Similarly, another sufficiently strong fluctuation reducing the
coil size could lead the chain back to the random coil state.
Magda et al.12 had many years back realized the importance
of these fluctuations near critical strain rates.
Thus, we seem to have some evidence of two equilibrium states of macromolecular coil in the intermediate ė region. However, the macromolecule jumps between these unstable states over sufficient residence time, due to Brownian
fluctuations. These jump effects may be present in individual
macromolecules in elongational flows with long residence
time at stagnation points. However, as measurements like
viscosity, birefringence, or light scattering involve averaging
over many macromolecules ~perhaps in different states of
stretching!, such time dependent jumps are not expected to
be observed in these measurements. Experimental observation of this effect would require examination of stretching of
a single macromolecule with time, which may become possible using techniques like that employed by Perkins et al.50
For steady flows, Pincus51 had proposed a dynamic blob
model for partially stretched macromolecules. Our partially
stretched chain shown in Fig. 9 has some similarity to this.
Preference for higher extension at the centers than at the
ends, proposed in recent models,49,52,53 is only marginal. But
this could be related to the limited segments employed in our
chain model. Many recent investigations of polymer conformations in elongational flows reported observation of folds,
back loops, hairpin or kinks like intramolecular
structures,17,20,28,29,31,33,40,45,47 that undulate very slowly. But
these were primarily related to transient flows that were very
strong ~Brownian motion was even neglected in some of
these!, so that the chain molecules froze in partially extended
conformations. We noticed no such back loops in our simulations for long residence times. We believe that since the
strain rates considered here are not extremely high, the
Brownian motion is sufficient to facilitate removal of such
unstable back loops, if any.
VII. CONCLUSIONS

Results are presented for Brownian dynamics simulation
of conformational changes of bead-rod chain model macromolecules introduced into a simple elongation flow field.
When the hydrodynamic interaction is considered, we find
that the response time for stretching of a coiled chain can be
two orders of magnitude larger than ė 21 at the intermediate
elongation rates ė ~near the onset of coil–stretch transition!.

Hence, hysteresis would be observed at intermediate ė if the
time of observation is limited. Further, we find that during
long time simulations at these ė , the conformation of a nonfree-draining chain molecule may undergo sudden reversible
jumps between ‘‘randomly coiled’’ and ‘‘partially
stretched’’ states. This suggests existence of more than one
unstable equilibrium conformation. This phenomenon is not
observed during simulations in the absence of hydrodynamic
interactions, and is perhaps induced by fluctuations in HI due
to Brownian motion induced conformational changes.
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